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Mario Brdar

ON THE LIFE CYCLE OF METAPHORS: THE CASE OF THE 
CONDUCTOR METAPHOR IN MEDICAL DISCOURSE1

In this article I examine the dynamic character of metaphor variation by detailing the life-cycle of a specific me-
taphor by means of which the pituitary is conceptualized as the conductor of an orchestra. It alternates with a stru-
cturally less rich metaphor which conceptualizes the pituitary as a part of an axis. The two metaphors are in a sort 
of complementary distribution along two dimensions: across time, i.e. diachronically, as well as across the social 
dimension. What is more, their distribution apparently challenges the established wisdom about the unidirectional 
process of the conventionalization of metaphors. The conductor metaphor, being replaced by the axis metaphor 
in the scientific medical discourse, now seems to be fairly stable in non-scientific medical discourse (i.e. in the 
communication between health practitioners and patients, or between patients). However, an interesting twist can 
be observed, the conductor metaphor recently making an unexpected comeback into the scientific discourse.

Keywords: conceptual metaphor; conductor metaphor; axis metaphor; medical discourse; metaphor variation; 
metaphor conventionalization; metaphor life-cycle.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to its breadth and depth, the phenomenon of metaphor variation is a vast and fascinating 
topic, as shown by Kövecses (2005), but also in works by Kövecses and Szabó (1996), Ponterotto 
(1994), Deignan, Gabryś and Solska (1997), Barcelona (2001), Charteris-Black (2002), Schmidt and 
Brdar (2012) and Kövecses (2001). Kövecses (2005: 88ff) identifies a number of factors leading to 
metaphor variation and discusses chief dimensions along which the phenomenon can be observed. First 
of all, this variation can be cross-cultural (and therefore in the majority of cases also cross-linguistic) 
or of the within-culture type. In the case of the within-culture variation we can distinguish further, finer 
dimensions along which it can occur. These are the social, subcultural, ethnic, regional, stylistic, indi-
vidual, developmental and diachronic dimension. 

The first four of these dimensions in Kövecses (2005) have to do with user groups. The social 
dimension manifests itself in differences in the use of metaphors that can be related to gender, age and 
social class distinctions, but when these distinctions combine mutually and with particular beliefs, af-
finities, orientations, interests, etc. we end up with a number of social groups within or outside the 
mainstream culture. In the latter case we may detect differences in metaphor use along a subcultural 
dimension. The ethnic dimension is noticeable in heterogeneous (multi-ethnic and -national societies), 
while the regional dimension is involved when we discover differences in metaphor use that can be 
correlated to dialects or regional varieties (in the case of a single language spoken in more than one 
country, possibly with more than one standard). Stylistic dimension has to do with differences that are 
dictated by the communicative setting and the subject matter as some metaphors may be considered  
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more or less appropriate to particular circumstances or topics. While such stylistic choices are largely 
determined by supraindividual factors, in some cases the use or non-use of a particular metaphor may 
be an expression of human individuality, i.e. individual (often playful) creativity, as well as cumulative 
personal experience. Finally, the remaining two dimensions have to do with time. On the one hand, there 
is the ontogenetic process of the acquisition of metaphorical (and other figurative) expressions as part of 
the development of language in an individual, while on the other hand, we witness how in a diachronic 
perspective certain metaphors develop, i.e. appear, change and perhaps disappear. 

It will be seen all these dimensions but the last two also point to the causes of metaphor varia-
tion. Belonging to a number of social, (sub)cultural, ethnic and regional groups and subgroups means 
partaking of certain collective experience (often maintained by means of various cultural models). As is 
sometimes argued in literature, all of these, together with the linguistic knowledge, form an outer layer 
of embodiment. As a general source of motivation, embodiment should be understood in the widest 
possible sense, extending radially from body to immediate physical environment to social and cultural 
environment. As pointed out by Rohrer (2007: 29), 

… “[e]mbodiment” is also used to refer to the social and cultural context in which the body, cognition, 
and language are perpetually situated. For example, such context can include factors such as governmental 
language policy, cross-cultural contact/aversion, or the influence of historical scientific models and theories 
on individual language learners (Geeraerts and Grondelaers 1995). Similarly, the context can include the 
cultural artefacts that aid and manifest cognition—many of which are not only constrained by but are also 
extensions of the body (Hutchins 1995, 2005; Fauconnier and Turner 2002).

It is repeatedly stressed in Brdar-Szabó and Brdar (2004, 2012) and Brdar and Brdar-Szabó (2011) that, 
human language is not just a cognitive but also a social and cultural artefact that does not exist in a 
vacuum. It is also a part of human environment. Though we might assume that it is primarily shaped by 
cognitive factors that reflect our physical existence, there is no denying that the usage of language can 
exert certain influence on its own structure by providing input for certain cognitive processes that then, 
so to say, come full circle in reshaping language. In other words, it is in part shaped and constrained by 
the givens of the system at a given point in time, e.g. by analogical tendencies. Human language, i.e. 
humans’ immersion in language, is thus also to be seen as part of embodiment. Needless to say, human 
physical embodiment, i.e. interaction with the surrounding physical world also functions as a cause of 
metaphor variation.

As Kövecses points out, metaphor variation occurs “along several dimensions all at the same 
time” (2005: 111). What is more, we do not interact with just one social group or subculture, and we 
typically do not belong to just one social group or subculture at a time. 

Studying authentic language used in health communication I examine some aspects of the dy-
namic character of metaphor variation. I argue in this chapter that it is not only necessary to take into 
account more than one of the dimensions of variation identified by Kövecses (2005) because it regularly 
occurs along more than one dimension at the same time, but also that one should move beyond focus-
sing on the variation of a single conceptual metaphor and adopt an even broader view looking, if not at 
the whole hierarchically organized figurative system of a language, then at least at its relevant portion 
where it interacts with other, more or less closely related conceptual metaphors that do a similar job. 
This seems to be necessary if we want to understand variation along almost any of the above dimen-
sions, but in particular the one unfolding over time. Kövecses (2005: 103–105) illustrates some such 
diachronic developments, but the picture is less than holistic in the sense that we miss any hint at what I 
would like to call here the life-cycle of a metaphor (cf. Allan 2014, who refers to the same phenomenon 
by the name of life or life span of a metaphor), i.e. when and how a conceptual metaphor emerges in 
time (and physical and social space), whether (and how) it becomes entrenched or conventionalized, and 
whether (and how and when) it dies. 

It should be noted here that the issue of metaphor death is ambiguous. There are some meta-
phors that are considered dead because they are so well entrenched and completely conventionalized 
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that speakers of a language do not recognize them as such. Lakoff and Johnson (1980: 55) do not rely 
on conventionalization, but consider dead metaphors to be those that “play no particularly interesting 
role in our conceptual system, and hence are not metaphors we live by.” However, the example they 
provide there, the foot of a mountain, is conventionalized and, as they admit, still exhibits “a spark of 
life.” Lakoff (1987) reapproaches the issue by stating that metaphors are dead if no literal meaning, i.e. 
the source meaning, is currently available for them. In any case, they are the end-results of the process, 
equally ambiguously, referred to as metaphor death or metaphor dying (cf. Trim 2007). 

It is in my opinion necessary to model life-cycles of closely related metaphors in a given subsys-
tem if we want to arrive at a more realistic picture of how the system works. These may be metaphors 
united by the same source domain or by the same target domain, or perhaps metaphors sharing both. 

As Kövecses (2005: 104) aptly points out, “the subculture of science and its various subgroups 
provide an interesting example of how metaphorical source domains change over time.” Concentrating 
on the use of conceptual metaphors in medical discourse, more specifically in endocrinology, I detail the 
life-cycle of a specific conceptual metaphor by means of which the pituitary gland is conceptualized as 
the conductor of an orchestra. This metaphor alternates with a structurally less rich metaphor originating 
in mechanics which conceptualizes the pituitary as a part of an axis. The two metaphors are in a sort of 
complementary distribution along two dimensions: across time, i.e. diachronically, as well as across the 
social dimension (i.e. (sub)groups). 

What is more, their distribution apparently challenges the established wisdom about the unidi-
rectional process of the conventionalization of metaphors, whereby novel metaphors may in due time 
become established (or forgotten), even lexicalized or conventionalized over time, or become worn out 
and gradually fall into disuse, perhaps to be replaced by other metaphors. It is not simply that it is si-
multaneously dead and alive in different types of discourse, i.e. dead in the specialist/professional type 
of discourse and alive in the type of discourse involving communication between doctors and patients, 
or between patients, but also that it has made un unexpected comeback into the specialist/professional 
discourse, though not in the endocrinological context. In other words, it regenerated, in the terminology 
of Trim (2007), i.e. changed its status from relatively sleeping to a more waking one, in the terminology 
of Müller (2008).

2. THE CONDUCTOR AND THE AXIS METAPHORS IN ACTION

According to Appleton and Flynn (2014: 378), there may be subtle but important differences in 
professional and lay understanding of metaphors. In endocrinology, two major metaphors are used to 
talk about the role of the pituitary gland. In one of these, the pituitary is conceptualized as a conductor 
in an orchestra of glands.2 In actual fact, this is a case of more than one conceptual metaphor converging 
on a single key lexeme. First, the pituitary gland is personified, i.e. a conceptual metaphor changes its 
ontological status from body part into a whole human. Personification is then followed by metaphorical-
ly construing it as the conductor of an orchestra. This conductor metaphor is often used in managerial 
discourse (cf. Bratož 2004, 2013, Mintzberg 1998 and Skorczynska 2014), the central mapping focus-
sing on leadership, as in the following example:

 (1) Menadžere  možemo  poistovjetiti  i  s   koji zajedno sa svojim 
managers-acc can  liken  too with conductors  who  together with their 

  orkestrom  imaju za  cilj  odsvirati spektakularan, ili izuzetan koncert 
  orchestra-ins have  for  goal play spectacular  or outstanding concert
  te  dobiti  za  to  bogati  aplauz  kao nagradu (što  se  može poistovjetiti 
  and get  for  that rich  applause as  reward  which refl can  liken

2  Interestingly, it seems that the conceptual domain of music is not so rarely used to metaphorically conceptualize medicine. 
Cf. Vouhé  (2011); Haidet et al. (2017), or Reid, (2008).
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  s  dobiti  poduzeća,  povećanjem prodaje,  razvojem  tržišta  itd.).
  with profit  company-gen increase  sales-gen  development  market-gen etc.
  ‘Managers could be likened to conductors who, together with their orchestra, aim at playing a 

spectacular of outstanding concert and at getting a rich applause of it (which can be likened to 
the company’s profit, sales increase, market development, etc.’
(http://www.glas-slavonije.hr/385966/11/Marina-Gregoric-Menadzer-je-kao-dirigent-treba 
znati-ravnati-poslovanjem)

The metaphor in question can be classified as a structural one in terms of the classification by Lakoff 
and Johnson (1980) and Kövecses (2010). This means that we have a rich network of cross-domain cor-
respondences or mappings that makes it possible for us to better understand the role of the pituitary gland 
in our body, as in the above example, or in the Croatian example (4), where the scores, violin, and cello 
are mentioned. Linguistic realizations of this metaphor are easy to find in many languages, as shown by 
the following set of examples from English (2), German (3), Croatian (4), Spanish (5) and Hungarian (6):

 (2) I think of the pituitary gland as the conductor of the orchestra. It secretes hormones that regu-
late or conduct the actions of many other hormones in your body.

(https://eu.poughkeepsiejournal.com/story/life/wellness/living-being/2015/10/30/living-body-
health-wellness-metabolism-diet/74230810/)

 (3) Was  Herbert von Karajan für sein Sinfonieorchester,  das ist die  Hypophyse
  what  Herbert von Karajan  for his  symphonic orchestra that is  def pituitary gland, ..., 
  für den menschlichen Körper.
 for def human body

‘What is Herbert von Karajan for his symphonic orchestra, that is the pituitary gland for the 
human body’
(https://www.peak.ag/de/classic/peak-blog/die-hormone-2)

 (4) [H]ipofiza je dirigent,  sve ostale žlijezde su samo sastavnice  orkestra,
  pituitary is conductor all  other  glands are just components orchestra-gen
  ako dirigent  ne  da  pravilne  upute  određenoj  žlijezdi
  if  conductor neg  gives correct  instructions particular- dat  gland-dat
  koji  hormon treba  lučiti,  cijeli  orkestar  ne  valja,  jer  ako
  which hormone-acc should  secret  whole  orchestra neg  good-verb  because if
  nešto  nedostaje  dionici  violine,  onda to  treba  nadopuniti dionica
  something is-lacking score-dat  violin-gen then  this should  compensate score-dat
  violončela (npr) a  to  baš  i  nije  najsretnije.
  cello- gen e.g.  but  that exactly and  is.neg luckiest

‘The pituitary gland is the conductor, all other glands are just members of the orchestra, if the 
conductor does not give correct instructions to a particular gland which hormone to secrete, the 
whole orchestra is not good, because if something is missing from the violin score then it should 
be compensated for in the cello score, and this is not quite most opportune’
(http://www.forum.hr/showthread.php?t=254848&page=12)

(5) Digamos que la  hipófisis es el  director  de una gran orquesta: ...
  Let’s say that def pituitary is def conductor of a  big  orchestra

‘let’s say that the pituitary is the conductor of a big orchestra’
(https://www.lasprovincias.es/valencia/20091114/salud/enfermedades-hipofisis-20091114. 
html)
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 (6) Ha karmester beteg, beteg a  zenekar, szokták mondani a  
  If conductor ill ill  def orchestra used say-inf  about 
  hipofizis-problémákra.
  pituitary problems
  ‘It is often said about pituitary problems that the orchestra is ill if the conductor is ill’
  (https://biologikaforum.hu/index.php?topic=371.0)

Incidentally, it appears that when the human endocrine system was first likened in medical literature to 
an orchestra (Langdon-Brown 1931), the pituitary was not seen as the conductor, but as the leader of the 
orchestra, more like the first fiddle (Hubble 1961: 5225).

Very similar to this metaphor is the master metaphor, where the pituitary gland is said to be the 
master gland that controls many body functions via other glands:

 (7) The pituitary gland is often called the master gland. It controls many body functions, includ-
ing growth, metabolism, thyroid function, reproduction and the body’s response to stress.

The other major conceptual metaphor used to talk about the pituitary gland is a more recent addi-
tion to health communication, the axis metaphor. Actually, this metaphor is not only about the pituitary 
gland, but also about the hypothalamus and sometimes some other gland (e.g. the adrenal or gonadal 
gland). These three glands are conceptualized as forming an axis, which is usually abbreviated as HP(T)
A axis if the adrenal gland is also involved:

 (8) The hypothalamic pituitary adrenal (HPA) axis is our central stress response system. The HPA 
axis is an eloquent and every-dynamic intertwining of the central nervous system and endocrine 
system. 

  (http://www.integrativepro. com/Resources/Integrative-Blog/2016/The-HPA-Axis)

 (9) For the induction of stress, we used a standardized psychosocial stress protocol that has been 
shown to reliably induce activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis and the auto-
nomic nervous system. (Heim, Christine et al. 2000. Pituitary-adrenal and autonomic responses 
to stress in women after sexual and physical abuse in childhood. JAMA 284 (5): 592-759)

 (10) Interakcija hipotalamus–hipofiza  (hipotalamo–hipofizna osovina)  predstavlja  sustav
  interaction hypothalamus-pituitary  (hypothalamic-pituitary axis)  represents system
  negativne  povratne sprege. 
  negative-gen feedback-gen

‘The interaction between the hypothalamus and the pituitary (hypothalamic-pituitary axis) is a 
system of negative feedback’
(http://www.msd-prirucnici.placebo.hr/msd-prirucnik/endokrinologija/osnove-endokrinologi-
je)

 (11) Ein   bedeutendes Prizip –  im Grunde einfach und doch raffiniert – 
  indef  important  principle  basically   simple  and yet  refined

ist das der  Hypothalamus-Hypophysen-Achse.
Is that def-gen hypothalamus-  pituitary-       axis
‘An important principle – basically simple and yet refined– is that of the hypothalamus- pitui-
tary axis’
(https://www.lecturio.de/magazin/hypothalamus-hypophy-sen-achse)
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The axis metaphor is apparently far less rich in terms of mappings, it is actually close to being 
just an image-schema based metaphor, at best an ontological metaphor. In any case, it is quite clear that 
it puts the pituitary gland in a different perspective. Metaphorically speaking, it is one link in a chain, 
though an important one, i.e. a part of a very complex network with an intricate set of mutual relation-
ships. In other words, the image is less vivid, but also less simplifying from an epistemic point of view, 
not allowing language users to get carried away with a (playful) use of mappings.

It is intriguing that chapter 3 of the Hungarian-language handbook of clinical endocrinology 
Leöwey 2001) opens with a drawing showing an open skull with a human inside it. It is reproduced in 
Figure 1 below. The human, dressed in a tailcoat, with a wind-blown hair, and waving a stick in front of 
a picture showing oval forms linked by lines, is riding on a saddle-like structure. The heading above the 
figure reads: The endocrine brain and the disorders of the pituitary gland.

With some rudimentary knowledge of anatomy in the background, it is easy to recognize that 
the figure represents the pituitary gland placed in the sella turcica (a depression in the base of the skull 
where the pituitary gland is situated, called metaphorically sella turcica, lit. ‘Turkish saddle’, because 
of its resemblance to a saddle used by the Turks which had supports in its front and back). The title of 
the chapter and certain elements present in the figure jointly activate the complex conceptual metaphor 
pituitary gland is the conductor, which is widely used in certain contexts. The idea of sitting in a 
saddle additionally indicates effective management. The visual elements present in the male figure dres-
sed in a tailcoat do not by themselves enforce the concept of a conductor: the movement of the stick, i.e. 
the baton, can metonymically evoke the concept of a conductor.

Figure 1: The illustration of the conductor metaphor in Leövey (2011: 127).

This metaphor is realized in this chapter only once, as a visual metaphor. The metaphor does not 
occur once throughout the whole chapter. Throughout the text, we only find lexical realizations of the 
axis metaphor. This is also true of comparable texts intended for use by specialist or students in other 
languages as well. 

Focusing on English, I compiled a small corpus in order to shed more light on the distribution 
of the two metaphors. This corpus consisted of 49 professional/scientific texts dealing with the topic of 
endocrine disorders, mainly chapters from handbooks and articles published in medical journals, total: 
406,384 words, and 33 texts published on the Internet that advise patients and discussions in online fo-
rums (total: 54,406 words). The two corpora taken together comprised 460,790 words.
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On the basis of these data I was able to ascertain that the two types of metaphors hardly mix. They 
are rather in a sort of complementary distribution from a synchronic point of view. The former subcor-
pus can be characterized as doctor-doctor communication, the latter as doctor-patient and patient-patient 
communication. The metaphor dominant in the specialist/professional type of communication (axis) is 
more schematic and has a terminological function. It occurs 257 times in the two edited volumes and 29 
times in the journal articles (286 times in books and articles). It was found only twice in the web part 
of the subcorpus. The conductor metaphor occurs 16 times in the online sources, and only 4 times in 
the specialist/professional texts (in three articles published between 1951 and 1987, and in the introduc-
tory chapter in Melmed (2011), which is concerned with the history of the research). In other words, 
the conductor metaphor appears 0.0984 times per 10,000 words in the specialist/professional texts, 
but 2.9408 times per 10,000 words in online lay discourse on the topic in question. This means that it 
is almost 30 times more frequent in the doctor-patient/patient-patient discourse than in the specialist/
professional discourse. 

Note that the contrast between the two subcorpora is not as conspicuous as it might be expected 
when it comes to the use of the axis metaphor—it is only twice as frequent in the specialist/ profes-
sional subcorpus as in the other. The normalized frequencies for the two metaphors in the doctor-patient/
patient-patient corpus do not exhibit a very sharp contrast, but this may be due to the size of the subcor-
pus—being relatively small, it is prone to be somewhat unreliable. However, due to the enormous num-
ber of instances of the axis metaphor in the specialist/professional subcorpus this appears to be more 
satiated by metaphors than the other subcorpus (the proportion being almost 2:1). The numbers before 
the slash in the table below are absolute frequencies, while the numbers following the slash are relative 
frequencies normalized per 10,000 words.

Discourse type
conceptual metaphor

words
CONDUCTOR AXIS

doctor-doctor 4/0.0984 286/7.0376 406,384

doctor-patient/
patient-patient 16/2.9408 2/3.6760 54,406

Total 20         288 460,790

Table 1. The distribution of the conductor and axis metaphors across discourse types

However, adopting a more dynamic, diachronic perspective, it can be discerned that the conduc-
tor metaphor migrated between genres: it started out in doctor-doctor communication during initial 
stages of research in this area of medical science, to be replaced by a more schematic one once certain 
insights are gained that form the core of a pool of expert knowledge. Compare what the introduction to 
a handbook says (Ben-Shlomo and Melmed 2011: 21):

(12) Hormones were recognized as chemical messengers in the 1920s, and in the ensuing decade, 
the pituitary gland emerged as the ‘conductor of the endocrine orchestra’ and the existence of 
neuromediators was finally established. There has been considerable progress in the knowledge 
of the anatomical, physiological, and pathophysiological aspects of the hypothalamic pituitary 
unit since their intimate interaction was recognized almost a century ago. 
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In the course of the accummulation of expert knowledge the conductor metaphor has come to be 
used less and less in expert genres. The same metaphor, freed of its conceptual job for experts, then found 
its way into doctor-patient communication. The conductor metaphor is perfectly suited to shed more 
light on the patient’s condition by forming a conceptual bridge between the pool of expert knowledge and 
the lay/popular knowledge by means of exploiting a rich network of mappings. We could say that doctors 
using this metaphor in the communication with patients deliberately step down the institutional ladder, re-
ducing the asymmetry between them and thus producing a stronger feeling of solidarity. This explains why 
this metaphor has a key role in improving patient compliance. In terms of van Rijn-van Tongeren’s (1997: 
102) distinction between theory-constitutive (cf. also Boyd 1993 on this matter) and didactic function of 
metaphors in medical discourse, we could say that the conductor metaphor, had a theory constitutive 
function when it was first introduced, but then lost it, and acquired the didactic one.

The conductor metaphor, being replaced by the axis metaphor in the scientific medical dis-
course, now seems to be fairly stable in non-scientific medical discourse (i.e. in the communication 
between health practitioners and patients, or between patients). However, an interesting twist can be 
observed, the conductor metaphor recently making an unexpected comeback into the scientific dis-
course. It may be observed to crop up occasionally in recent expert communication, too. It seems to be 
used as a sort of meta-metaphor to refer to the cutting-edge to research in an area that is still poorly un-
derstood. The situation in these areas of research is indirectly compared to the situation in endocrinology 
in its beginnings. The body of early expert texts on the endocrine disorder functions in a way similar to 
a metatext, while the role of certain other, typically smaller body parts or tissues is compared to what 
we had thought about the pituitary a century ago. Compare the titles of three recent medical articles that 
illustrate this point:

 (13) Stratakis, Constantine A. (2003). Genetics of adrenocortical tumors: gatekeepers, landscapers 
and conductors in symphony. Trends in Endocrinology & Metabolism 14.9: 404–410.

 (14) Dimitriadis et al. (2015). The Sertoli cell as the orchestra conductor of spermatogenesis: sper-
matogenic cells dance to the tune of testosterone. Hormones 14 (4), 479–503.

 (15) Morley, J.E., N.E. Kay, G.F. Solomon, N.P. Plotnikoff (1987). Neuropeptides: Conductors of 
the immune orchestra. Life Sciences 41.5: 527–544.

This situation is certainly similar to what Trim (2007) refers to by regeneration, but is neverthe-
less slightly different, and as such presents us with a possibiity that has not yet been described in relevant 
literature. What is unusal here is that the metaphor in question is not simply regenerated as such. It has 
all the time been active, though migrating from one type of discourse to another. It has not actually been 
abandoned by its original users, but applied to a different situation. Finally, when it reappeared in expert 
discourse it was not only in endocrinology but also outside it, which would make it look like a case of 
“re-incarnation” rather than regeneration.

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Concentrating on the use of conceptual metaphors in medical discourse, more specifically in en-
docrinology, I have presented in this article the life-cycle of a specific conceptual metaphor by means 
of which the pituitary gland is conceptualized as the conductor of an orchestra. This metaphor was 
shown to alternate with a structurally less rich metaphor originating in mechanics which conceptual-
izes the pituitary as a part of an axis. As shown by some corpus data, the two metaphors are in a sort of 
complementary distribution along two dimensions: across time, i.e. diachronically, as well as across the 
social dimension (i.e. individual vs. (sub)group). Although the former originated in specialist/profes-
sional discourse it has now migrated to doctor-patient and patient-patient type of discourse.
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What is more, their distribution apparently challenges the established wisdom about the unidi-
rectional process of the conventionalization of metaphors, whereby a novel metaphor may become es-
tablished (or forgotten), even lexicalized, over time, or become worn out and gradually fall into disuse, 
perhaps to be replaced by another. The conductor metaphor, being replaced by the axis metaphor in 
the scientific medical discourse, now seems to be fairly stable in non-scientific medical discourse (i.e. in 
the communication between health practitioners and patients, or between patients). However, an inter-
esting twist can be observed, the conductor metaphor recently making an unexpected comeback into 
the scientific discourse.
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O ŽIVOTNOM CIKLUSU METAFORA: SLUČAJ METAFORE DIRIGENTA U ZDRAVSTVENOM 
DISKURSU

Rezime

Proučavanje varijacije u porabi konceptualnih metafora je izuzetno široka i složena tema čije su glavne dimenzije 
naznačene u knjizi Z. Kövecsesa (2005). U ovom se radu na temelju proučavanja autentičnog jezika u uporabi 
ispituje dinamički karakter varijacije u uporabi metafora te se pokazuje da je potrebno uzeti u obzir više od jedne 
dimenzije odjednom jer se varijacija paralelno odvija po više dimenzija. Na primjeru zdravstvenog diskursa, tj. 
užeg područja endokrinologije, u radu se razmatra životni ciklus specifične metafore pomoću koje se hipofiza 
metaforički konceptualizira kao dirigent orkestra. Uz metaforu dirigenta se metafora rabi se i strukturno manje 
bogata mehanička metafora koja hipofizu prikazuje kao dio osovine. Pokazuje se da su te dvije metafore u svo-
jevrsnoj komplementarnoj distribuciji s obzirom na dvije dimenzije: u vremenu (tj. dijakronijski) te u odnosu na 
socijalnu dimenziju (pojedinac – grupa). Štoviše, njihova distribucija dovodi u pitanje tradicionalnu postavku o 
jednosmjernosti procesa konvencionalizacije metafora, pri čemu nove metafore mogu postati uvriježene (ili pak 
nestaju), čak tijekom vremena i leksikalizirane pa se „izlizati“ i izaći iz uporabe te biti nadomještene nekom dru-
gom metaforom. Metafora dirigenta, koju je iz znanstvenog diskursa potisnula metafora osovine, sada je stabilni 
dio neznanstvenog zdravstvenog diskursa, tj. komunikacije koja se dovija između liječnika i pacijenata odnosno 
među samim pacijentima. Međutim, može se zamijetiti neočekivani obrat, pri čemu se metafora dirigenta povre-
meno vraća u znanstveni diskurs u novoj funkciji.

Ključne riječi: konceptualna metafora; zdravstveni diskurs; varijacija u porabi metafora; konvencionalizacija me-
tafora; životni ciklus metafore.
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